**EPA SUBMISSION**

**Product Name:** Lysol® Brand New Day Disinfectant Spray

**Category:** Household

**Country:** US

**Language:** 1

**Languages:**
- English
- Spanish

**Product Information:**
- **Brand:** Lysol
- **Scent:** Brand New Day
- **Type:** Disinfectant Spray
- **Package Size:** 19 oz

**Physical Dimensions:**
- **Label Width:** 9.102" (23.1mm)
- **Copy Width:** 8.279" (210.2mm)

**Engraver and/or Separation Notes:**
- **1/2 x 1/2 SQUARE**
- **100% PROCESS CYAN; CENTER PRINTS WHITE WITH 100% - 2% PMS 286 BLUE OVERPRINTING**
- **100% PMS 186 RED; COPY PRINTS K.O. WHITE; DROP SHADOW PRINTS 45% PMS 286 BLUE**
- **LYSOL LOGO: TOP/BOTTOM BANDS: BLUE GRADIENT PRINTS 100% - 2% PMS 286 BLUE OVERPRINTING 100% GRADIENT, RED BANNER PRINTS 100% 186 RED; COPY PRINTS 186 RED, DROP SHADOW PRINTS 45% PMS 286 BLUE**
- **“BRAND NEW DAY” AND “DISINFECTANT SPRAY” PRINTS PMS 286 BLUE**

**Back Panel (Assembled):**
- **K.O. WHITE OUTLINE AND 100% PMS 8383C GOLD**
- **SCENT NAME PRINTS PMS 5473 GREEN**
- **LYSOL® BRAND NEW DAY DISINFECTANT SPRAYObjectName**
- **“BRAND NEW DAY” AND “DISINFECTANT SPRAY” PRINTS PMS 286 BLUE**

**Back Panel (Top Eyemark):**
- **WHITE**
- **“BRAND NEW DAY” AND “DISINFECTANT SPRAY” PRINTS PMS 286 BLUE**

**Back Panel (Bottom Eyemark):**
- **“BRAND NEW DAY” AND “DISINFECTANT SPRAY” PRINTS PMS 286 BLUE**

**Other Materials:**
- **5/64 in. Other Material**
- **3/32 in. Other Material**
- **1/16 in. Other Material**

**Precautionary Statements:**
- **Signal Word:** Caution
- **Precautionary Statements:**
  - Keep out of reach of children
  - **CAUTION:** Certain compounds may irritate skin. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Keep out of reach of children.
  - **CAUTION:** Contains concentrated ingredients. Do not drink or swallow. Keep out of reach of children.

**Storage and Disposal:**
- **Recommended Storage Conditions:** Store in a cool, dry place.
- **Recommended Recycling Information:** For recycling information, visit www.lysol.com.
- **Other Recycling Information:** Contact your local waste management facility for disposal instructions.

**Specifications:**
- **Net Weight:** 19 oz
- **Expiry Date:**
- **UPC:** 0-19200-98285-6

**EPA Registration Information:**
- **Registration Number:** 777-99, EPA Est. No.: 777-NJ-2 (B)
- **Lot Code:** Begins with EPA Est. No.
- **Distributed by:** Reckitt Benckiser, Parsippany, NJ 07054-0224
- **© 2018 RB**

**Ingredient Information:**
- **For ingredient and other information, visit www.rbnainfo.com.**

**Questions?**
- **1-800-228-4722**